We survey several quantitative problems on infinite words related to repetitions, recurrence, and palindromes, for which the Fibonacci word often exhibits extremal behaviour.
Introduction
The Fibonacci infinite word, f = abaababaabaababaababaabaababaabaababaababaabaababaababa . . . is certainly one of the most often cited examples in the combinatorial theory of infinite words. It is the archetype of a Sturmian word, and also the fixed point of a very simple substitution, the Fibonacci substitution ϕ : a → ab, b → a.
In many situations, the Fibonacci word happens to have the "best possible" properties, in the sense that some quantity is maximal or minimal for this word. In this paper, we present several such situations, and also a few where the Fibonacci word happens not to be optimal. We consider three different classes of problems: first, problems related to repetition of words; then, problems related to the notion of recurrence; finally, problems involving palindromes.
Throughout the paper, A is an arbitrary finite alphabet, and B = {a, b} is the binary alphabet. The Fibonacci word is the unique infinite word in B N fixed by the substitution ϕ on B defined above.
We denote by (F n ) the classical sequence of Fibonacci numbers, with F 0 = 0, F 1 = 1 and F n+1 = F n + F n−1 , so that the length of the n-th iterate of the Fibonacci substitution is |ϕ n (a)| = F n+2 . The golden ratio is denoted Φ = Given an infinite word u ∈ A N , L n (u) denotes the language of factors of length n of u (i.e., finite words of length n that occur as a block of consecutive letters of u) and L(u) the language of all factors of u.
Let α ∈ [0, 1] \ Q. A word u ∈ B N is called a Sturmian word of slope α when there exists β ∈ R such that one of the following holds:
(i) for all n ∈ N, u n = a if and only if αn + β = α(n + 1) + β ;
(ii) for all n ∈ N, u n = a if and only if αn + β = α(n + 1) + β . The letter b occurs then in u with frequency α. The Fibonacci word is a Sturmian word of slope 2 − Φ. (There are many alternative definitions for Sturmian words, see [18] , Chap. 2.)
Repetitions

Index
Let u = u 0 u 1 u 2 . . . ∈ A N be an infinite word. The exponent e(w) of a word w ∈ A * is the maximum of |w|/|z| over all words z ∈ A + such that w is a prefix of z ω . Equivalently, e(w) = |w|/(|w| − |x|), where x is the maximal border of w, i.e., the longest word that is both a proper prefix and a proper suffix of w. If e(w) > 1, then w is called a repetition of exponent e(w) and of period z.
The index (or critical exponent ) of u is the supremum of exponents of repetitions that occur in u:
Periodic words, among others, have infinite index, and it is not difficult to construct words with arbitrarily big but finite index. On the other hand, on a given alphabet there is a lowest possible index, and finding that index is a problem known as Dejean's conjecture [14] . Currently, it is solved for alphabets of size k ≤ 14 [12, 24, 25] as well as for alphabets of size k ≥ 33 [6] ; for the remaining cases, it is conjectured to be equal to k/(k − 1).
On a binary alphabet, the lowest possible index is 2, as is well known since the work of Thue [28] , and the standard example of a word with index 2 is the Prouhet-Thue-Morse word (see Sect. 6 for more on this word).
Here, the Fibonacci word is far from optimal since ind(f ) = Φ + 2 3.618 [19] . For instance, the cube (aba) 3 occurs in f at position 5. However, it is optimal among Sturmian words. A general formula for the index of a Sturmian word was given independently by Carpi and de Luca [7] and by Damanik and Lenz [13] (see also [3] ):
where q n is the denominator of [0; a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . . , a n ] and satisfies q −1 = 0, q 0 = 1, q n+1 = a n+1 q n + q n−1 .
From this theorem, we first recover the fact that ind(f ) = Φ + 2, since f has slope 2 − Φ = [0; 2, 1, 1, . . .] We also deduce that this is the smallest possible index for Sturmian words. Indeed, if the partial quotients are eventually 1, then ind(u) ≥ lim n→∞ (3 + q n−1 /q n ) = Φ + 2; otherwise, choosing n such that q n−1 ≥ 2 and a n+1 ≥ 2, we find that ind(u) ≥ 4.
However, the Fibonacci word and its subshift (i.e., Sturmian words that share the same slope) are not the only Sturmian words that achieve the lowest possible index. Those were classified by Carpi and de Luca [7] Then u is in the subshift generated respectively by
Sturmian words of slope 
Long repetitions
If we consider only arbitrarily long repetitions, we define the asymptotic index :
Obviously, ind * (u) ≤ ind(u). The asymptotic index for Sturmian words was computed by Vandeth [29] (actually, the theorem is stated there only for Sturmian words that are fixed points of substitutions, but it remains valid in general). [a n ; a n−1 , a n−2 , . . . ,
With ind * (f ) = Φ+2, the Fibonacci word is again optimal among Sturmian words, as well as σ(f ) for any Sturmian morphism σ.
We may wonder if the Prouhet-Thue-Morse word t is still optimal among all binary infinite words. As any binary fixed point, t has arbitrarily long squares, therefore ind * (t) = ind(t) = 2. There exist binary words without long squares [16] , but a word without long squares may still have asymptotic index 2. Actually, we found that asymptotic index 1 is achievable, and this is obviously optimal. Proof. Define v ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7} N with:
by Lemma 2.5 below. Therefore e(w) = 1 + O(1/ |w|), and ind * (v) = 1. By Lemma 2.6 below, ind * (u) = 1 too.
Lemma 2.5. Let v be defined as in Theorem
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case when |x| = 2 k . The proof is by induction on k.
If k = 0, then x is a single digit and one can take i = x. Indeed, by construction, even digits x ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6} occur only at even positions in v, whereas odd digits x ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7} occur only at odd positions.
Assume that the property holds for a given k, and consider the word
k+1 . By the induction hypothesis, there exists i ∈ Z such that all occurrences of the prefix of length 2 k of x in v are at position i + 2 2k+1 n for some n ∈ Z. In particular, this applies to occurrences of
Then all occurrences of x in v are at position i + 2 2k+3 n for some n ∈ Z. O(1/|w|) ). Therefore ind * (u) ≤ ind * (v).
Lemma 2.6. Let
A = {c 1 , c 2 , . .
. , c d } be any finite alphabet, and define the substitution σ from
A * to B * by σ(c i ) = a d+1−i b i for all c i ∈ A. Then σ preserves ind * , i.e.,
if v is any infinite word in
A N and u = σ(v), then ind * (u) = ind * (v).
Proof. It is clear that e(σ(w))
≥ e(w) for all w ∈ L(v), therefore ind * (u) ≥ ind * (v) (
Initial repetitions
Let us now restrict to initial repetitions, i.e., repetitions that occur as prefixes. The initial critical exponent of u is the supremum of exponents of repetitions that are prefixes of u:
If only long repetitions are considered, we get the asymptotic initial critical exponent:
Among all infinite words, ice(ab ω ) = ice * (ab ω ) = 1 is trivially optimal. One has ice(f ) = ice * (f ) = Φ + 1, so we may expect f to be optimal among Sturmian words.
Every Sturmian word u has infinitely many square prefixes [2] Proof. We only need to compute the continued fraction expansion of α, as the last statement follows from [4] . Let a n = 2 Fn−1 be the desired partial quotients; then the continued fraction is equal to lim
Also by induction, we prove that
Fn+1−i is the integer whose binary expansion is the prefix of length F n+1 of f , i.e., ϕ n−1 (a). Indeed, the relation p n+1 = 2
Fn p n + p n−1 amounts to concatenating the binary expansions of p n and p n−1 , and we know that ϕ
Initial repetitions in a subshift
The index of an infinite word depends only on its language of factors; consequently, all elements of a minimal subshift have the same index since they all have the same language of factors. On the other hand, the initial critical exponent and its asymptotic counterpart are dependent on the particular infinite word that is considered, so it is interesting to study how they vary within a given subshift.
Let I(u) be the infimum of ice * (v) where v is in the subshift generated by u.
Theorem 2.8. The Fibonacci word is maximal for I among all non periodic words.
Proof. Obviously, I(u) is infinite when u is periodic, so periodic words should be excluded. Mignosi et al. [20] proved that I(u) ≤ Φ + 1 for any non periodic u.
Berthé et al. [4] proved that if u is in the Fibonacci subshift, and is not in the shift orbit of f , then it begins in arbitrarily long cubes: ice * (u) ≥ 3 (see Prop. 4.3 of [4] ). Therefore the minimum is attained in the shift orbit of f , where ice * (u) = ice * (f ) = Φ + 1. Hence I(f ) = Φ + 1.
Recurrence
The recurrence function of an infinite word u was introduced by Morse and Hedlund [22] . It is defined by
and the recurrence quotient of u by
The recurrence quotient of Sturmian words can be easily computed from the continued fraction expansion of their slope [10] : [a n ; a n−1 , a n−2 , . . . , a 1 ].
Consequently, as was already known by Morse and Hedlund [23] , the Fibonacci word has ρ * (f ) = Φ + 2 and this is the lowest possible value for a Sturmian word, for as soon as a n is not eventually 1, ρ * (u) ≥ 3 + √ 2. Actually, f seems to be also optimal among non-periodic words, as conjectured by Rauzy [27] .
Recurrence quotient and asymptotic index
We observe that a bound on the asymptotic index can be derived from the recurrence quotient.
Proposition 3.2. For any infinite word u, ind
Proof. If ρ * (u) = +∞, the inequality obviously holds as ind * (u) ≥ 1. Assume now that ρ * (u) is finite, so R(n) is finite too. Let x n be the prefix of length n of u, and z n be the shortest prefix of u such that z n x n is also a prefix of u (in other words, |z n | is the position of the second occurrence of x n in u). Observe that the word obtained by removing the first and last letters in z n x n does not contain x n , hence |z n | + n − 2 < R(n). Then obviously
and the result follows from
In particular, when ind * (u) = 1, then ρ * (u) has to be infinite. Apart from this case, and the periodic case where ind * (u) = +∞ and ρ * (u) = 1, equality cannot hold, as a consequence of the result of [11] that R(n)/n cannot converge to a finite limit when u is not periodic.
Open problem 1.
What is the infimum of (ind * (u) − 1)(ρ * (u) − 1) over all words u for which both ind * (u) and ρ * (u) are finite?
The above inequality may suggest that ind * and ρ * vary somehow in opposite directions. However, this is not at all the case for Sturmian words: [a n ; a n−1 , a n−2 , . . . , a 1 ] and ρ * (u) = 2 + lim sup n→∞ [a n ; a n−1 , a n−2 , . . . , a 1 ].
Open problem 2. How can this equality be explained? Does it characterize Sturmian words? (Compare, for instance, with the Prouhet-Thue-Morse word which has ind * (t) = 2 and ρ * (t) = 10, see Prop. 6.1.)
First occurrence
We now consider prefixes. Analogously to the recurrence function, we define
Note that R (n) − n + 1 is the maximal position where a factor of length n occurs for the first time.
When u is eventually periodic, obviously ρ * (u) = 1. Surprisingly, the lowest possible value for ρ * among non eventually periodic words is not attained by the 
Palindromes
Palindrome densities
A palindrome is a finite word w which is equal to its mirror imagew. The only infinite word all factors of which are palindromes is the constant word a ω ; other eventually periodic words may have a positive proportion of palindromes (for instance, one third of the factors of (aab) ω of each length are palindromes), or no palindromes after a certain length (like (aababb) ω ). Assume now that u is non eventually periodic. Let fac(n) be the subword complexity of u (i.e., the number of its factors of length n, fac(n) = #L n (u)), and pal(n) its palindrome complexity (i.e., the number of palindromes of length n that are factors of u). As pal(n) is usually much smaller than fac(n), instead of a proportion it is more interesting to consider the lower palindrome density 
First occurrence of a palindrome
We conclude with one last open problem. Let u be a non eventually periodic word containing palindromes of each length. Let p 1 (n) be the starting position of the first occurrence of a palindrome of length n in u, and define the first palindrome occurrence rate by
The Fibonacci word has ψ(f ) = Φ.
Open problem 4.
What is the minimal value of ψ for non eventually periodic words, and for which word is it attained (if it is)?
Summary
Index ind(u) Among all words: infimum 1 (not attained), maximum +∞. Among binary words: minimum ind(t) = 2, maximum +∞. Among Sturmian words: minimum ind(f ) = Φ+2, maximum +∞ (with gaps, e.g. (Φ + 2, 11/3)). 
Asymptotic index ind
Lower palindrome density π(u)
Among non eventually periodic words: minimum 0, maximum unknown. Among Sturmian words: constant 1.
Total lower palindrome densityπ(u)
Among non eventually periodic words: minimum 0, maximum unknown. Among Sturmian words: constant 3.
Palindromic prefix gap δ(u)
Among all words: minimum 1, maximum +∞. Among non periodic words: minimum δ(f ) = Φ, maximum +∞ (with gaps, e.g.
First palindrome occurrence rate ψ(u)
Among non eventually periodic words: minimum unknown, maximum +∞ (ψ(f ) = Φ).
Appendix on the Prouhet-Thue-Morse word
A few properties of the Prouhet-Thue-Morse word that have been used here do not seem to be published elsewhere. For the sake of completeness, we include a sketch of their proof.
The Prouhet-Thue-Morse word
is the only fixed point beginning with a of the substitution θ : a → ab, b → ba. It was first defined by Thue [28] , who proved that it is overlap-free, hence of index 2. It was later rediscovered by Morse [21] , and was already implicit in the work of Prouhet [26] . The subword complexity of t was computed by Brlek [5] and satisfies the formula
A nice way to obtain this formula is to use special factors and bispecial factors, see [8] .
The recurrence function of t can be computed in a similar way, using singular factors, see [10] . A singular factor of an infinite word u ∈ A N is either a letter or a factor w = xvy ∈ L(u) such that x vy and xvy are also factors of u, where x, x , y, y ∈ A, x = x , and y = y . Then v is a bispecial factor, so the set of singular factors S can be easily deduced from that of bispecial factors. For each w ∈ S, consider the set r(w) of return words of w (a return word of w in u is a word z such that zw is a factor of u, w is a prefix of zw, and w is not an inner factor of zw) and the return time of w, (w) = max{|z| : z ∈ r(w)}. Then R(n) is given for all n ≥ 1 by the formula R(n) = n − 1 + max{ (w): w ∈ S and |w| ≤ n} so that ρ * (u) = 1 + lim sup
|w| .
Proposition 6.1. The recurrence function of t is given by
and its recurrence quotient is ρ * (t) = 10.
Proof. The set of singular factors of t is: The return words of other singular factors are obtained recursively, using the following lemma: if x, y, z ∈ B and k ≥ 2, then
, and we get (xθ k (z)y) = 2 k c with c = 9 (if k is odd and x = z = y, or if k is even and x = y = z) or c = 8 (otherwise). We deduce that R(n) = n − 1 + 9.2 k for 2 k + 2 ≤ n < 2 k+1 + 2, for all k ∈ N. As a direct consequence, ρ * (t) = 10.
Palindromes in t can be described recursively. It is easier to simultaneously describe antipalindromes, i.e., words w such thatw = E(w). Let ap(n) denote the number of antipalindromes of length n in t. Let also PAL denote the set of all palindromes in t and AP the set of all antipalindromes in t. If w is a word of length at least 2, let γ(w) be the word obtained by deleting the first and last letter in w. Proof. Observe first that θ(w) = E(θ(w)). As a consequence, θ(PAL) ⊆ AP and θ(AP) ⊆ PAL. It is also clear that PAL and AP are stable under γ. This proves inclusions in one direction. To prove the reverse inclusions, consider first palindromes of odd length. It is easy to check that among the four palindromes of length 3, only two occur in t, and that none of the eight palindromes of length 5 occurs in t; therefore no longer palindrome of odd length occurs in t. Obviously there are no antipalindromes of odd length.
Consider now factors of even length. A factor w of t of even length is always either of the form θ(w ) (if it occurs at an even position) or γ(θ(w )) (if it occurs at an odd position). If w is a palindrome, then w is an antipalindrome, and if w is an antipalindrome, then w is a palindrome. This proves the language equalities.
To get the recurrence relations, one has to pay attention to the fact that the language equalities may be ambiguous; for instance, ab is both in θ(PAL) and γ(θ(PAL)). One checks that θ(A * ) ∩ γ(θ(A * )) = {ab} * ∪ {ba} * , and consequently θ(L(t))∩γ(θ(L(t))) = {ε, ab, ba} so ambiguity affects only words of length up to 2.
The last formulas are easily deduced from the recurrence relations. .
